Abstract-A radio frequency identification (RFID) system consists of a set of readers and several objects, equipped with small computer chips, called tags. In a dense RFID system, where several readers are placed together to improve the read rate and correctness, readers and tags can frequently experience packet collision. A common approach to avoid collision is to use a distinct frequency channel for interrogation for each reader. Various multi-channel anti-collision protocols have been proposed for RFID readers. However, due to their heuristic nature, most algorithms may not fully utilize the achievable system performance. In this paper, we develop an optimization-based distributed randomized multi-channel interrogation algorithm, called FDFA, for large-scale RFID systems. For this purpose, we develop elaborate models for reader-to-tag and reader-toreader collision problems. FDFA algorithm is guaranteed to find a local optimum of a max-min fair resource allocation problem to balance the processing load among readers. Simulation results show that FDFA has a significantly better performance than the existing heuristic algorithms in terms of the number of successful interrogations. It also better utilizes the frequency spectrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an emerging wireless technology which allows objects to be identified automatically. An RFID tag is a small and inexpensive electronic device designed for wireless data transmission. Each tag has a unique ID. It transmits data over the air in response to interrogation signals by an RFID reader. Multiple readers can connect to a back-end system to transfer data for processing or storage [1] .
In an RFID system with one reader and several tags, since the reader and the tags share the same wireless channel, tagto-tag collision can occur when multiple tags transmit signals simultaneously to the same reader. This prevents the reader from recognizing any tag. Various tag anti-collision protocols are proposed in [2] , [3] . An Aloha-based tag anti-collision scheme has also been standardized by EPCglobal in [4] where the reader begins each interrogation round by informing all the tags about the frame size. Each tag then chooses a time slot at random and transmits only within that time slot.
In several RFID applications (e.g., for inventory checking in a large-scale warehouse), it is necessary to deploy several readers to achieve complete interrogation coverage. In this case, apart from tag collision, reader-to-tag and reader-to-reader collisions may also occur. Reader-to-tag collision occurs when a tag receives signals of comparable strengths from more than one reader simultaneously. This can cause the tag to respond arbitrarily to the readers, leading to incorrect interrogation. Reader-to-reader collision occurs when a reader, which is in the midst of listening to a tag's reply, receives stronger signals from one or more neighboring readers operating at the same frequency simultaneously. This interference can prevent the reader's receiver from decoding the tag's reply successfully.
In a stationary RFID system with synchronized readers and a centralized controller, reader-to-tag and reader-to-reader collisions can be prevented by using a combination of frequency and time division multiple access (FDMA and TDMA) [5] . However, in many practical large-scale RFID systems, centralized coordination and synchronization are difficult to achieve. Therefore, it is of interest to design distributed randomized interrogation schemes such that each reader randomly selects the start time of its interrogation rounds and its operating channel to reduce the probabilities of reader-to-tag and readerto-reader collisions. Related algorithms include naive, random, and carrier sensing protocols [6] , the distributed interference avoidance (DIA) algorithm with detect and abort [7] , and the slotted listen-before-talk (S-LBT) scheme [8] . However, given the heuristic nature of all of these algorithms, some may not be able to fully utilize the potential capacity of RFID systems. This motivates us to study the multi-channel random access problem in RFID systems within an optimization-based theoretical framework. Our contributions are as follows:
• We formulate an optimization-based multi-channel randomized interrogation problem for large-scale RFID systems. Our objective is to achieve max-min fairness among readers by taking into account reader-to-reader and reader-to-tag interference. Max-min fairness balances the performance and processing load among readers.
• We propose a distributed algorithm to solve the max-min fair optimization problem. Our algorithm, referred to as FDFA, works based on the iterative coordinate ascent mechanism and is guaranteed to reach a local optimal solution of the optimization problem.
• Simulation results show that the FDFA algorithm has a significantly better performance compared to the previously proposed heuristic reader anti-collision algorithms in terms of the number of correct interrogations and fairness among readers. It better utilizes the frequency spectrum. It also converges asynchronously and fast. The max-min fairness objectives at the obtained local optima are very close to the globally optimal values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is described in Section II. Our proposed FDFA algorithm is presented in Section III. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Conclusions are given in Section V. 
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Reader Collision Problem
Let R, with size R = |R|, denote the set of all readers. For each r ∈ R, let d Fig. 1(a) , where tag u is within the read range of reader r and the interference range of reader n (but not within the read range of reader n). If both readers use the same channel and transmit simultaneously, tag u cannot correctly decode the message from its reader, i.e., reader r. Let I r denote the set of readers with their interference area (but not their read area) overlapping the read area of reader r. We have (1) where d rn denotes the Euclidean distance between r and n. The first type of reader-to-tag collision can be avoided if readers r and n operate at different frequencies or times [5] .
The second type of reader-to-tag collision is shown in Fig. 1(b) , where tag u is within the read range of both readers r and n. In RFID systems, tags have low functionality and do not have frequency selectivity [4] . Even if readers r and n operate at different channels, tag u cannot decode the interrogation message correctly when both readers transmit simultaneously. Let S r denote the set of readers which have shared (i.e., overlapped) read area with reader r. We have
The 
Furthermore, reader-to-reader collision occurs when reader n transmits while reader r is receiving a message from tag u (see Fig. 2 ). Let V r denote the set of readers which have reader r within their interference range. That is,
Reader-to-reader collision can be avoided if readers operate at different frequencies or time slots [5] .
B. RFID Multi-Channel Medium Access Control
Let C, with size C = |C|, denote the set of available orthogonal frequency channels. For multi-channel random access, we assume that the RFID medium access control (MAC) layer complies with the EPCglobal Class-1 Generation-2 (C1G2) standard [9] . Each reader r ∈R attempts to perform the interrogation process every T r time units. At the beginning of each interrogation interval (see Fig. 3 ), reader r randomly chooses to start an interrogation process over frequency channel c ∈ C with interrogation probability p r,c ∈ [0, 1]. We have
In our model, the proposed randomized multi-channel interrogation algorithm (see Section III) controls reader-to-reader and reader-to-tag collisions, while C1G2 MAC is used to avoid tag-to-tag collision. According to C1G2 MAC [9] , if reader r decides to start an interrogation round, it initiates its 1st interrogation frame by broadcasting a Query message, which includes the number of time slots within the frame. The rest of the frame is then divided into several small time slots, each starting with a QueryRep message to coordinate the timing of sending the reply messages by the tags. Each tag randomly chooses to send its reply back to reader r at one of the available time slots. By the end of the 1st frame, reader r receives the replies from a subset of the existing tags. Based on that, it estimates the number of tags inside its read area, denoted by N r , e.g., using the technique in [2] . Given the estimate of N r , reader r continues initiating more interrogation frames (i.e., 2nd frame, etc) until it can assure, with a certain statistical confidence, that it has obtained the information from all the tags inside its read area. We denote the duration of each interrogation process by τ r (N r ) as shown in Fig. 3 .
In practice, we can assume that the interrogation interval is the same for all readers: T r = T for all r ∈ R where T > 0. However, the interrogation intervals of different readers
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978-1-4244-4148-8/09/$25.00 ©2009 Fig. 4 . Asynchronism between interrogation intervals for readers r and n. In scenario (a), there is a time overlapping between the interrogation processes of readers r and n. In this case, asynchronism factor Δr,n < τr(Nr). In scenario (b), there is no time overlapping between the interrogation processes of readers r and n. In this case, asynchronism factor Δr,n > τr(Nr).
may not be synchronized. Therefore, the interrogation process for different readers may not start at the same time. We can assume that for each pair of readers r, n ∈ R, there exists a time difference Δ r,n , called the asynchronism factor, between the interrogation intervals of readers r and n. The asynchronism factor Δ r,n is shown in Fig. 4 . Clearly,
Note that Δ r,n = −Δ n,r . In general, depending on the RFID application, reader r may not always be able to estimate Δ r,n . In this paper, unless stated otherwise, we consider the general case, where the asynchronism factors are not known. In Fig. 4 , reader r randomly decides to start an interrogation on one of the channels every T time units. If the interrogation intervals of readers r and n have time overlapping, as in Fig. 4(a) , then a reader-to-tag collision (type 1 or type 2) occurs for n ∈ I r or n ∈ S r , respectively. Reader-to-reader collision can occur if n ∈V r . If interrogation intervals have no overlapping, as in Fig. 4(b) , reader collisions will not occur.
Let p = (p r,c , ∀ r ∈ R, c ∈ C) denote the interrogation probability vector. Let P succ r (p) denote the probability of completing a successful interrogation interval by reader r ∈ R. That is, the probability that reader r starts an interrogation interval without experiencing either reader-to-reader or readerto-tag collisions. We can show the following key result.
Theorem 1: Assume that the interrogation interval T is selected large enough to be at least twice as large as the length of any interrogation process among readers. That is, let
In that case, for each reader r ∈ R, we have
where γ r,n denotes the probability that the interrogation processes of readers r and n have any time overlapping:
If Δ r,n is known (by clock synchronization of readers), then γ r,n = 1 if −τ n (N n ) < Δ r,n < τ r (N r ); and γ r,n = 0 otherwise.
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A. Since V r ⊆ I r ∪ S r for each r ∈ R, if neither type 1 nor type 2 reader-to-tag collisions occur, then reader-to-reader collision will not happen either. Thus, the set V r does not appear in (8) . It is easy to verify that if τ r (N r ) > T/2 for all r ∈ R, then we can simply set γ r,n = 1 for each r ∈R and any n ∈I r .
There are several ways to determine the duration of an interrogation process. In the EPCglobal C1G2 system, we have τ r (N r )= eN r τ slot ≈ 2.72N r τ slot for r ∈R. Here, τ slot denotes the duration of each time slot in a C1G2 frame. On average, we have τ slot = 850 μs [4] . Using enhanced dynamic framed slotted Aloha [10] with known N r , we have τ r (N r )=3N r τ slot .
C. Problem Formulation
Let P denote the feasible set of interrogation probabilities:
In this paper, our goal is to select p ∈ P to increase the probability of successful interrogation for all readers to achieve max-min fairness among readers. As a result, the processing load is evenly distributed among all the readers. A vector of feasible interrogation probabilities p ∈ P is defined to be max-min fair if any success probability P succ r cannot increase without decreasing some P succ n which is smaller than or equal to P succ r . To obtain max-min fairness, it suffices to solve the following non-linear optimization problem [11, Lemma 3] :
where
and α > 0 is large (e.g., α ≥ 10). Function f α is called a utility function. Next, we propose an algorithm to solve problem (P1).
III. FDFA ALGORITHM Although the utilities in (11) are concave functions in P succ r for α >0, problem (P1) is not a convex optimization problem with respect to p, due to the product forms in (8) . Thus, finding the optimal solutions of problem (P1) is not easy in general.
For each reader r ∈R, we define p r = (p r,c ∀ c ∈ C). Here, the key idea is to use the iterative coordinate ascent method [12] to locally update the interrogation probabilities for each reader. In this method, we fix all of the components of vector p to some values, except for those components corresponding to one randomly selected reader (e.g., p r for reader r). Then, in a local optimization procedure, we maximize the objective function of problem (P1) with respect to p r . This procedure is repeated, leading to an iterative algorithm.
A. Local Problem
Let p −r = (p n,c , ∀n ∈R\{r}, c∈C) denote the vector of interrogation probabilities of all readers other than reader r. Consider the following local problem for reader r ∈ R:
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9:
if t ∈ T inter r then 10: Start an interrogation interval, using C1G2 MAC, 11: over frequency channel c ∈ C, with probability pr,c.
12:
if a control message is received then 13: Update p −r accordingly. 14: until reader device r stops operation.
where denotes coordinate-wise inequality. Note that the objective functions in problems (Local-P1) and (P1) are the same. For the objective function in (Local-P1), the first term is increasing in p r . The second and third terms are decreasing in p r . The last term does not depend on p r as for each reader k, such that r / ∈ S k ∪ I k , probability P succ k does not depend on p r . By solving problem (Local-P1), reader r can select p r such that the objective function in problem (P1) is maximized assuming that p −r is fixed (i.e., none of the other readers change their interrogation probabilities).
Theorem 2: For each reader r ∈ R, problem (Local-P1) is a convex optimization problem.
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix B. From Theorem 2, we can use various convex programming techniques to solve problem (Local-P1) in each reader r ∈ R. In particular, problem (Local-P1) can be solved using the interior-point method (IPM) [ 
B. FDFA Algorithm
Our proposed fully distributed frequency allocation (FDFA) algorithm for RFID systems is given in Algorithm 1. It is executed in each reader r ∈ R. Let T inter r be an unbounded set of time instances at which reader r may start an interrogation interval based on its interrogation probability vector p r . For any two consecutive elements t 1 , t 2 ∈ T inter r , we have |t 2 
be an unbounded set of time instances at which reader r updates its interrogation probability vector p r by solving problem (Local-P1) using IPM. We assume that: (a) The updates are asynchronous across the readers. That is, for any r, n ∈ R such that r = n, we have:
There is a global constant T update such that for any r ∈ R, there exist t 1 , t 2 ∈ T update r such that |t 1 − t 2 | ≤ T update . In other words, all readers update their interrogation probabilities at least once every T update time units.
C. Convergence and Optimality
In this section, we analytically investigate the convergence and optimality features of Algorithm 1. At each time instance t ≥ 0, let F α (t) denote the current value of the objective function for problem (P1). We can show the following:
Theorem 3: For any choice of system parameters and starting from any initial point:
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix C. Theorem 3 guarantees the convergence of Algorithm 1 for any choice of system parameters. We can further show that:
Theorem 4: Any fixed point of Algorithm 1 is a stationary point of problem (P1). That is, it is at least a locally optimal solution for the non-convex optimization problem (P1).
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix D. From Theorems 3 and 4, convergence and local optimality of Algorithm 1 are guaranteed. Clearly, the obtained interrogation probabilities may not necessarily be globally optimal. However, simulation results in Section IV show that Algorithm 1 usually results in near globally optimal performance, making it a practical distributed frequency selection and randomized interrogation algorithm for large-scale RFID systems.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed FDFA algorithm and compare it with four other distributed randomized interrogation schemes. In the simulation model, the total coverage area is a large square warehouse with each side equal to 1 km. There are 25 readers randomly deployed in the field such that complete interrogation coverage is achieved. Clearly, some spots can be within the interrogation areas of multiple readers. For each reader r, the interrogation range d [14] . On average, there are 1,000 mobile tags in the interrogation range of each reader. The interrogation interval T is 10 sec. We also set α = 10. The average time for a complete successful interrogation process is 3 sec, assuming that the enhanced dynamic framed slotted Aloha [10] is being used. We also set τ slot equal to 1 ms as in [4] . Problem (Local-P1) is solved by using the MOSEK optimization software [15] .
We start by first comparing the FDFA algorithm with DIA [7] , S-LBT [8] , and random and naive algorithms [6] in terms of the average probability of a successful interrogation among all readers (i.e., the ratio of the successfully interrogated tags compared to the total number of tags in the system). The simulation time is 1,000 sec. The results when the number of channels C varies from 1 to 15 are shown in Fig. 5 . In this figure, each point represents the average results of simulating 20 different randomly generated topologies. We can see that, for all algorithms, the probabilities increase as more channels become available. However, the FDFA algorithm always outperforms the other heuristic algorithms. Notice that all algorithms reach some saturation levels, which are different for all algorithms. Recall from Section II that reader-to-reader and type 1 reader-to-tag collisions can be avoided if the neighboring readers operate on different channels. However, having the readers operate on different channels cannot avoid type 2 reader-to-tag collision. Thus, if the number of channels [7] , S-LBT [8] , and also random, and naive [6] algorithms when the number of channels varies from 1 to 15. FDFA outperforms all other heuristic algorithms.
is high, different algorithms differ depending on their type 2 reader-to-tag collision avoidance. From Fig. 5 , FDFA better avoids type 2 reader-to-tag collisions than the other algorithms.
Next, we investigate fairness (i.e., balanced performance) among readers. Following the same simulation model as in [7] , [8] , we assume that the number of channels C is 10. The simulation time is 1,000 sec. We compare the minimum number of successful interrogations among readers for different algorithms. Results are shown in Fig. 6 . Each curve represents the average results of simulating 20 different randomly generated topologies. We can see that the FDFA algorithm performs better than all the heuristic algorithms as max-min fairness is indeed the design objective for FDFA. Using FDFA, if the asynchronism factors (AFs) (i.e., Δ r,n for all r, n ∈ R) are unknown, the minimum number of successful interrogations among all readers, which is measured at the end of the simulation, i.e., after 1000 time slots, is 23. We notice that since each interrogation interval T takes 10 sec, there are in total 1000/10 = 100 interrogation attempts during the simulation time. Since, in the worst case, 23 out of 100 attempts are successful, the minimum probability of successful interrogation among all readers is 0.23. This is 29%, 47%, 63%, and 121% higher than a similar value for DIA, S-LBT, random, and naive algorithms, respectively. If the AFs are known, then the minimum probability of successful interrogation further increases by 11%. Notice that by achieving max-min fairness, the processing load becomes similar for all reader devices.
Finally, we investigate optimality. Recall that the FDFA algorithm aims to maximize the objective value of the max-min fairness problem (i.e., r∈R f α (P succ r (p))). We determine the percentage difference of the optimal values obtained from the FDFA algorithm to the global optimal value of problem (P1). We consider 20 random topologies, each has 25 readers and 10 channels. The global optimum of problem (P1) is approximately obtained by running the FDFA algorithm 100 times, with each time starting from a different randomly selected initial point. The global optimal value is then selected to be the maximum observed local optimum among all 100 simulations. Results are shown in Fig. 7 . On average, FDFA achieves 95.1% Comparison between FDFA algorithm with the DIA [7] , S-LBT [8] , and also random, and naive [6] algorithms in terms of max-min fairness. of the global optimal value of problem (P1). This implies near optimal performance for the FDFA algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we systematically studied the randomized multi-channel interrogation problem for large-scale and dense RFID systems. We first modeled the reader-to-reader collision and reader-to-tag collisions (both types) in RFID systems. We then derived the probability of performing a successful interrogation by each reader, where the readers operate asynchronously. The joint channel selection and randomized interrogation problem was formulated as a max-min fair resource allocation problem. We proposed a distributed algorithm, called FDFA, to solve the optimization problem. FDFA is guaranteed to converge to at least a local optimal solution of the max-min fairness problem. Simulation results show that FDFA has a significantly better performance compared to the previously proposed heuristic multi-channel anti-collision algorithms in terms of the number of correct interrogations and fairness among readers. It also better utilizes the frequency spectrum and has a fast convergence speed.
